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Abstract 
Wiener used the Poisson kernel for the Hermite polynomials to deal with the classical Fourier transform. Askey, 
Atakishiyev and Suslov used this approach to obtain a q-Fourier transform by using the continuous q-Hermite 
polynomials. Rahman and Suslov extended this result by taking the Askey Wilson polynomials, considered to be the 
most general continuous classical orthogonal polynomials. The theory of q-Fourier transformation is further extended 
here by considering a nonsymmetric version of the Poisson kernel with Askey Wilson polynomials. This approach 
enables us to obtain some new results, for example, the complex and real orthogonalities of these kernels. 
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1. Introduction 
Two of the most frequently used formulas in the area of integral transforms are the classical 
Fourier transform 
f (x )  - _ /=-  e iX 'g(y)dy := F[g] (x ) ,  (1.1) 
x/2  
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and the corresponding formal inversion formula 
1 f;oe-iXYf(x)dx:=F-X[f](y ). (1.2) g(y) - 
There are many excellent references on Fourier transforms (see e.g., Titchmarsh's classic book 
[-20]), but, for our purposes the most important reference is Wiener [21], who looked at the Fourier 
transform from the point of view of classical orthogonal polynomials on R, in particular, the 
Hermite polynomials H,(x). 
An elementary esult in nonrelativistic quantum echanics i  that the normalized wave function 
of the Hamiltonian operator for the harmonic oscillator is the Hermite function 
7',(x) = (2"n! x/~)- 1/2H,(x)e-X2/z, (1.3) 
see, e.g., Landau and Liftschitz [13, p. 70]. The bilinear generating function (the Poisson kernel) for 
these functions is 
Kt(x,y)= ~ t"~,(x)~P,(y) 
n=0 
=E~(1- t2 ) ] -~/2exp[  4xyt-(x2 + Y2)(1 +t2) J  
, (1.4) 
which is better known as Mehler's formula; see [-19-21]. 
We make two important observations. First, the kernel Kt(x, y) as given by the function on the 
right of the second equality in (1.4) has the property 
eiXy 
limt_+i K,(x, y) = Ki(x, y) - x~  , (1.5) 
which, of course, is the kernel of the integral transform (1.1). In fact, Kt(x, y) is analytic everywhere 
on the unit circle in the complex t-plane except at t = _+ 1. We shall set 
~ff~(x, y) = Kt(x, y)lt=e'= 
ei('/2- r)/2 [2xy--(x2+y2)c°sz-J (1.6) 
- -  exp i 
x /~ sin z 2 sin -c ' 
0 < z < rr, and define a generalized Fourier transform by the formula 
f(x):= f~_ X~(x,y)o(y)dy. (1.7) 
The corresponding formal inversion formula is 
g(y):=f~_o~*(x,y)f(x)dx, (1.8) 
where • indicates the complex conjugate. For a sketch of the proof of (1.8) see [-17]. 
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The second observation is that the wave functions in (1.3) are the eigenfunctions of the Fourier 
operators in (1.1) and (1.7): 
ei"~kU,(x) = f~ ~(x,  y)te,(y)dy, (1.9) 
where 0 < z < rc for (1.7) and, z = re/2 for (1.1). 
Our primary interest in this paper is a general q-analogue of (1.9) as well as of (1.7). As was 
explained in [17], a q-analogue of a formula contains a parameter q, usually complex and I ql < 1, 
such that the limit of the new formula as q ~ 1 is the given formula. For example, a q-analogue of 
a complex number a is (1 - q")/(1 - q) since 
a = lim 1 - qa 
q- - * l  1-q  
the branch of qa chosen here is the one that gives limq_. 1 qa = 1. 
There is a great deal of interest these days in q-analogues of important classical formulas. 
Sometimes the interest is nothing more than a curiosity, but in view of some recent developments in 
the generalizations of the classical harmonic oscillator problem (see, e.g., [4, 5, 8, 9, 14]) the interest 
in a q-version of the Fourier transform is much more than an academic uriosity. The question 
appears in a very natural way in the q-oscillator problem. 
As was shown in [2] it is Wiener's treatment of the Fourier integrals that contains the key to 
a meaningful q-extension. Just as the Hermite polynomials are associated with the wave functions 
for the harmonic oscillator, the continuous q-Hermite polynomials, 
H,(xlq)= ~ (q;q)" e i(n-Ek)O, k=0 (q; q)k(q; q).-k X = COS 0, (1.10) 
are associated with the q-wave functions for the q-harmonic oscillator, namely, 
7',(x I q) = [(q~ + 1; q)m/2r~] 1/2px/~o(x)H,(xlq ), (1.11) 
where 
po(x)=4x/1-x  2 I~I (1 -2 (2x  2 -1 )q  k+qEk), 0<q<l .  (1.12) 
k=l  
The q-shifted factorials in (1.10) and (1.11) are defined by 
(a ;q )o=l ,  (a ;q ) ,=(1 - -a ) (1 - -aq) . . . (1 - -aq" - l ) ,  n=l ,  2,.. . ,  
The 
(1.13) 
(a; q)~ = lim (a; q),, I ql < 1. 
?1 "* OO 
q-annihilation operator b and the q-creation operator b + that satisfy the commutat ion rule 
bb + - q-lb+b = 1 (1.14) 
introduced explicitly in [8]. They act on the q-wave function (1.11) in the following manner: 
(1.15) 
were 
b~.(xlq)= _q - l ]  ~.- l (Xlq),  
(1 - -_q-°-  r~1/2 
b+~P~(xlq)=\ l -q -1  j ~.+l(xlq) ,  
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see [2, 8]. One also has the orthogonality property 
1 7~,,(xlq)~,,(xlq)dx = (~m,n, 
-1 
(1.16) 
see, e.g., [3, 11]. The important difference between this formula and the corresponding formula for 
the Hermite functions (1.3), namely, 
j .oo 7Jm(x)TJ.(x) dx  = 6=, . ,  (1.17) 
- -O0  
is that one is over the finite interval ( -  1, 1) while the other is over the whole real line. So the use of 
(1.11) as an analogue of (1.3) has the advantage of orthogonality over a finite interval. This 
automatically ensures completeness of the system { 7J,(x I q)},% o, see [19, Theorem, 3.1.5]. Further- 
more, we need not be tied to the q-analogues of the Hermite polynomials only, but can consider 
other generalizations of these polynomials, e.g., the q-ultraspherical [3], the continuous q-Jacobi 
[6, 15] or even the most general, the Askey-Wilson, polynomials [6], all of which are orthogonal 
on ( -  1, 1). Following this direction, the ideas presented in [2] were extended in [17] to the case of 
the Askey-Wilson polynomials using the explicit formula for the Poisson kernel derived in [18]. As 
in [2] this led to a singular integral transformation, thus extending the results corresponding to the 
continuous q-Hermite polynomials. 
The purpose of this paper is to do even more: to apply the ideas of Wiener's treatment of the 
Fourier integrals to the case of a nonsymmetric extension of the Poisson kernel for the 
Askey-Wilson polynomials derived here. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we 
introduce the Askey-Wilson polynomials and then state our result for the corresponding Poisson 
kernel in Section 3. In Sections 4-6 we derive an explicit formula for this kernel which reveals the 
structure of the poles. The orthogonality property of these kernels is then proved in Sections 7-12. 
Finally, we introduce a new integral transformation and prove its inversion formula in Section 13. 
We close this paper by displaying some special cases of the kernel and a continuous orthogonality 
relation for the simplest of them, in Section 14. 
2. The Askey-Wilson polynomials 
We shall assume that a,b,c,d and q are real parameters such that 
max(lal, Ibl, Icl, Idl) < 1. The Askey-Wilson polynomials [6] are defined by 
p,(x) = p.(x; a, b, c, d) 
= 4dp3Iq-",abcdq"-X, aei°,ae-i° 1 
ab, ac, ad ; q' q ' 
0<q<l  and 
(2.1) 
n = 0, 1, . . . ,  x = cos 0, 0 ~< 0 ~< ft. This definition differs slightly from the one given in [6], but, for 
our purposes, this is the more convenient one. The symbol on the right-hand side is the r = 3 case 
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of the basic hypergeometric series r+ l~br defined by 
Fal, a2, . - .  ,a,+l 1 
'+lq~' L bl,b2, . . . ,b,  
;q,z 
oo (al, a2,  . . .  ,a,+l; q)k k 
Z Z , 
k=O (q, b l ,  ... ,b,;  q)k 
with 
m 
(al, a2, ... ,am; q)k --- l-I (aj; q)k, see [11]. 
j= l  
The orthogonality property satisfied by p,(x; a, b, c, d) is 
f l p,(x)pm(x)p(x) = 6m,,,/h,, dx 
-1  
(q, ab, ac, ad, bc, bd, cd; q)o~ 
h 0 ~ 
2~(abcd; q)o~ 
h, = ho (1 - abcdq 2"- 1)(abcdq-1, ab, ac, ad; q)" a - 2., 
(1 - abcdq-1)(q, cd, bd, bc; q), 
h(x; 1, - 1, q l /2 ,  __ q l /2 )  
p(x) = p(x; a, b, c, d) = 
h(x; a, b, c, d) 
and 
h(x; a l ,  a2 . . . .  , at)  = f i  h(x; aj), 
j= l  







(1 -x2)  -1/2, (2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
3. The Poisson kernel and a nonsymmetrie xtension 
The Poisson kernel for the Askey-Wilson polynomials is defined by 
P,(x, y) = hoKt(x, y), 
with 
Kt (x, y) = 
(3.1) 
~(1  -- abcdq 2"- 1)(abcdq-1, ab, ac, ad; q), 
a-  2ntn 
, = o (1 -- abcdq- 1) (q, cd, bd, bc; q). 
× p.(x; a, b, c, d)p,(y; a, b, c, d). (3.2) 
The series on the right-hand side of (3.2) converges for Itl < 1 and Ix[ <~ 1, lyl ~ 1. In [10], Gasper 
and Rahman found an explicit representation f Kt(x, y) in the special case ad = bc, and proved its 
positivity when a = q~/2+ 1/4, b = aq 1/2, c = -- q11/2+ 1/4, d = cq 1/2, ~, fl > - -  1 (this corresponds to 
Askey and Wilson's continuous q-Jacobi polynomials [6]). Rahman and Verma [18] found an 
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expression for the most general kernel (without the condition ad = bd) which was reproduced in 
[17] since the original expression in [18] has many misprints. 
In this paper we shall consider a nonsymmetric extension of the bilinear generating function (3.2) 
by replacing p,(y; a, b, c, d) by p,(y; 5, fl, Y, 8) such that 
57 = ac, fib = bd, max(151, Ifll, I~1,181) < 1. (3.3) 
For ease of notation we shall use the labels 2 and/~ to refer to the parameter-quartets (a, b, c, d) and 
(5, fl, Y, 8), respectively. Thus h~ means the same as ho in (2.5), but 
(q, ~/~, 5~, 58,/~,/~8, 78; q)~ 
h~ := 2n(sf178; q)oo ' (3.4) 
with similar meanings for h~ and h~. Also, we shall use the notations 
p~,(x) = p,(x; a, b, c, d), 
P~(Y) = P,(Y; ~, fl, 7, 6), (3.5) 
and 
e = (abcd) 1/2. 
The extension of (3.1) and (3.2) that we have in mind is 
P{'U(x, y) = h~K~'U(x, y), 
where 
Kt ~'"(x,y) (hoZ)-t ~ z , z u = h.t pn(X)p.(y). 
n=O 
We shall prove in the following sections that 
K,~,.(x, y) = K[~(x, y) + K~'(x, y) + K?~(x, y), 
where 
K~I)(x ,  y) 
= (1 - t 2) (-- qte, 5tic~b, ctfld/b, ae i°, 82e-i°/b; q)~ 
( -  t/e, ac, ad, ~zflei°/b, 5flcde-i°/b; q)o~ 
(e, eq 1/2, -- eq 1/2, - e/ad; q)k qk 
× 2 = - 
k=0 
k X ~ (q-k, __ e., ad, 5e i~, 5e -iq~, ~flei°/b, c~fle-i°/b, ~flcde-i°/b; q)l qt 
(q, _ adql-k/~,, 5fl, 58, 5/8, 5ild/b, 5tic~b, e2e-i°/b; q)t /=0 
l (1 - -  6q2m-l/oO(6q-l/~, ql-t/aft ' bql-l/5flc ' q-l; q),,, 
Y" (1 - 6q-l/5)(q, f16, cd, q6/~; q)m m=O 
(Be i~, 8e -i~, dei°, de-i°; q)m {bcq'] m 
(q l  - le - i4~/5 ,  q l - te i~/5  ' bqa-le-iO/5fl, bqX-leiO/5fl; q),, \ 58 ] 
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K/2}(x, y) 
@2, _ ~/ad, t, - te/ad, aflc/b, arid~b, ae i°, e2e-i°/b; q)~ 
( -  e, be, t/ad, - e/t, ac, ad, aflei°/b, aflcde-i°/b; q)o~ 
( -- t, tq U2, -- tq 1/2, t/ad; q)k qk X q£ - 
,~ ( -  eq-k/t, -- ~, ad, ae i6, ae-i% aflei°/b, afle-i°/b, aflcde-i°/b; q)t ql × 2, t= o (q, adq I -k/t, aft, a6, a/(3, aflc/b, arid~b, e2e-i°/b; q)t 
t (1 -- (~q2m-t/a)((~q-t/a, ql-t/aft ' bql-t/aflc ' q-t; q)m Z 
m = o (1 -- f iq-  t/a)(q, fib, cd, qb/a; q)m 
(6ei% 6e-iS, dei°, de-i°; q)m (bcq'~ m 
(q l - l  e -  iS/a ' q l-tei~/a ' bql-t  e- io/afl, bql-teiO/afl; q)m \ a6 J 
X sWT ( -~ ql- le-i°; ce-i°, dqme-i°, ~---~-flb qt-me-i°, cdqt,-~b ; q, aei°), 
31 
(3.11} 
Kl  (x, y) 
(e 2, ae-  iO ce-  i0, de -  i0, afleiO/b;q)o~ 
(ac, bc, cd, aft, ad/t, bcbt/7; q)o~ 
(cte i°, cbtei°/7, bcteiS/~, bcte- is/7; q)o~ 
x (e-zi0, ctei(O +S)/T ' ctei(O - S)/7; q)o~ 
(t, -- e/ ad, - te/ad, bc6t/~,, cteit°+s)/7, ctei(°-sW; q)k qk × 
[q-k, _ t, tq 1/2, -- tq 1/2 ] 
x 4dP3 Lqt2 ' _ te/ad, - adq x -k/p; q' q 
(ctqkeitO+S)/7, ctqkei(O-S)/7, aei°, cei°, dei°; q)l ql X /=o/" (ctq kei°, c(~tqkeiO/?, aflei°/b, q eEiO, q; q)l 
x W fbc6 tq k_ 1. bc tqk, bc tqk, bq_leiO ' t~eiO, be_iS; ~ qtei o) 
8 7 k -T -  ' -~ aT q' o 
+ idem (0; - 0), (3.12) 
where idem (a; 6) means the same expression as the preceding one with a and 6 interchanged (see 
[11]), with a similar meaning for idem (0 ; -0 ) .  In (3.10)-(3.12), x =cos  0, 0 <0 <n,  
y = cos ~b, 0 < q5 < n, and the W-series are special cases of the very-well-poised r ÷ 1 Wr series 
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defined by 
,+lWr(a; bl, b2, .-. ,b,-2; q, z) 
a, qa 1/2, - qa 1/2, bl, b2, ... ,br-2 . ] 
= ~+1~ al/2, _ al/2, aq/bl, aq/b2, ... ,aq/br-2' q' z, ,  (3.13) 
see [11] for further details. 
Looking at the horrendous expressions in (3.10)-(3.12), one might feel somewhat skeptical about 
their usefulness but, as we shell see later, the main purpose of these formulas is to isolate the poles of 
K~'"(x, y), as a function of t, which are practically all we need for our subsequent analysis. 
4. The q-integral representations 
To prove (3.9)-(3.12) we will use, following the method of [18], the q-integral representation f 
the Askey-Wilson polynomials [11, Exercise 7.34]: 
(bc; q),, 
p,,(x; a, b, c, d) = [A(O)] - 1 (ad; q). 
~qe-i°/a (due iO, due .i°, 82u/q; q)~ 
x 
dqe,O/a! (dau/q, dbu/q, dcu/q; q)~ 
(q/u; q)# 
(adu/q)" dqu, (4.1) (e2u/q; q), 
× 
where 
A (0) = A (0; a, b, c, d) 
= -- i q(1 -- ) (q, ab, ac, bc; q)o~h(x; d)p(x; a, b, c, d), (4.2) 
2d 
and the q-integral is defined by 
(4.3) 
f f(u)dqu = a(1 - q) m=O ~ f(aq')q' ,  
for any function f such that the series on the right-hand side of (4.3) converge. 
By using the symmetry property of the Askey-Wilson polynomials (2.1), see [6] and [11], and 
the q-integral representation (4.1), we obtain 
I qe-~°/b (bue i°, bue -i°, 82u/q; q)o~ 
dqu K~'~(x, y) = B(O, (9) Jqe~°/b (bau/q, bcu/q, bdu/q; q)o~ 
qe-i*/v (Tve i~, Tve -iq~, 82v/q; q)o~ 
x dqv 
Jqe~*/7| (y~v/q, yflv/q, y6v/q; q) 
X 6 W5 (82/q; ad, q/u, q/v; q, bcuvt/q2), (4.4) 
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where the 2 and # parameters are related by (3.3) and, of course, e z = abcd = eft76. Also, 
B- 1(0, ~b) - q2(1 _ q)2 (q, q, ac, ad, ed, aft, e6, fig; q)o~ 
4b7 
x h(x; b)h(y; 7)pX(x)pU(y), (4.5) 
where pa(x) = p(x; a, b, c, d) and pU(y) = p(y; e, fl, ~, 3). 
Crucial to our calculations is the following formula for the 6W5 series in (4.4) which was 
obtained in [18-]: 
6 W 5 (e2 /q ;  ad, q/u, q/v; q, bcuvt/q 2) 
= (1 -- t 2) ( -  qte; q)~ ~ (e, eq 1/2, -- eql/2,_ -- clad; _q)k qk 
(-- t/e; q)~ k=O (q, bc, -- qte, -- qe/t; q)k 
X4q~3[ q-k, _e ,  ad, eauv/q2 . q l  
-- adq 1-k/e ' Ue2/q, Ve2/q, q, 
(e 2, -- e/ad, t, - te/ad;q)~ ~ ( - t, tq 1/2, - tql/2, t/ad; q)k 
+ (-- e, bc, t/ad, - e/t; q)~ k=02" -(~, ~,  -~-t~-ad,, - ~ 
qk 
[ - -eq -k / t , - -e ,  ad, e2uv/q2 1 
x4~b3 adql_k/t, ue2/q, ve2/q ; q, q 
(e 2, ad, bctu/q, bctv/q, uve2/q2; q)~ + 
(bc, ad/t, Ue2/q, ve2/q, bcuvt/q2; q)o~ 
(t, - e/ad, - et/ad, bcuvt/q2; q)k qk X 
k=oZ" 
F q-k, __ t, tq 1/2, -- tq 1/2 ] 
x 4c~3 [qt2, _ et/ad, - adq 1 -k/e; q' q J" (4.6) 
The contribution of the first term in (4.6) to Kt~'"(x, y) is 
(-- qte; q)~ 
K}l)(x, y) = B(O, ~b)(1 - t 2) (-- t--~, q)~ 
(e, eq x/2, - eq 1/2, - e/ad; q)k qk × 
k=oZ" (q, bc, 
k (q -k , _e ,  ad;q)t 
x y' (~, --_ d-~2-f_--f72?.-2) (4.7) 
/=0 
where 
t qe-io/b (bue i°, bue - io, ue2ql - 1 ; q)oo 
Ul = dqu 
.)q~io/b (bau/q, bcu/q, bdu/q; q)~ 
j " q*-'*/r (Tve io, yve- i4~, ve2ql- 1, UVg2/q; q)o~ x dqv (4.8) q~W~ (Teu/q, 7fly/q, y6v/q, UVI?,2q t- 2; q) • 
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Likewise, the contribution of the second term in (4.6) is 
(e 2, - -  e/ad, t, - te/ad; q)oo 
K[E)(x, y) = B(O, dp) 
(-- e, bc, t/ad, - eft; q)o~ 
I 
- t, tq 1/2, - tq 1/2, t/ad; q)k qk X 
k=O 
( -- eq-k/t, -- e, ad; q)z 
t=o (q, adq I -k/t; qh qZUz" X 
Finally, the last term on the right-hand side of (4.6) gives 
(e 2, ad; q)o~ 
g[a)(x, y) = B(O, dp) 
(bc, ad/t; q)o~ 
(t, -- e/ad, - te/ad; q)k qk X 
k/'= 0 (q, qt/ad; q)k 
[q-k, _ t, tq 1/2, - tq 1/2 1 
X 4.ff)3 Lqt2 ' te/ad, - adq I -k/e; q' qJ vk, 
where 
f qe-lO/b (bue i°, bue- iO, bctuqk - 1; q) o0 
Vk = I dqu 
Jqe,O/b (bau/q, bcu/q, bdu/q; q)~ 
qe-'Ue (7/)e i¢, 7re-i~, bctvqk- 1, U/;e2/q2; q)o~ 
X dqv 




5. Computation of K[1)(X, y) and K~2)(x, y) 
Using [11, (2.10.19)], we get 
qe-Wr (Tvei~, 7ve- i~b, i)82ql- 1, Ul)g2/q; q)oo 
dqv 
_ q(1 - q)(q, aft, ~6, fir; q)~ h(y; 7)p~(y) 
2i? 
(o~e i4', ~e-  i~b, ~flu/q; q)t 
X 
(aft, ~6, ~/6; q)l 
× 8W7(~q-l/~; fie i6, fie -i~, fl6u/q, ql-t/aft ' q-t; q, q2/~6u). 
Substituting (5.1) in (4.8) we get 
q(1 - q) (~e i~, ~e-i~; q)~ 
Ut - - -  (q, ctfl, ~6, fig; q)~h(y; jpU(y)  
2i7 (~fl, ~6, ~/6; q)t 
I x ~ (1 -- (~q2m-t/oo((~q-l/~ , 6e i~, 6e -i4', ql -l/ctfl ' q-l; q)m Im, 
m=o (1 -- 6q-t/~)(q, ql - te- i~/~ ' ql-lei~/~ ' f16, q6/ct; q)m 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
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where 
I s  = qZm - (~)( __ fl/f)m (bue i°, bue - io, ue2q~ - x, eflu/q; q)oo 
/ (bcu/q, bduq ~- 1, efluq~-m- l, abu/q; q)~ 
dqu 
--_ qtm-(7)(__ fl/(~)m q(1 -- q) e_iO 
b 
(q, e 2i0, qe- 2io, ~fldql/b, eflcqt-m/b ' cdqm, qZe2 e-iO/b ' ef le- i°/b; q)o~ 
x (ceiO, dqmelO ' ~flqt- meiO/b ' ce-io, dqme-io, ~flqt- m e -  iO/b ' ae-io, o~flcdq~e-iO/b; q)o~ 
x 8 W7 (aflcdq ~- x e-  i°/b; ce-iO, dqme-io, gflqZ- m e-  iO/b ' cdqZ, gfl/ab; q, aei°), 
by [-11, (2.10.19)]. Simplifying the coefficients, we obtain from (5.2), (5.3) and (4.5) 
U l 
B-  1 (0, dp) (c~flc/b, c~fld/b, ae i°, 82e -i°/b; q)~ 
(ac, ad, ~flei°/b, eflcde-i°/b; q)oo 
(~e io, ee- i~, e[3eiO/b, o~fle- i°/b, o~flcde- i°/b; q)z 
× 




(1 -- bq2m - l /a  ) (6q- t/~x, q 1 - t/~xfl ' bql - l/~flc ' q -  ,; q)m 
(1 -- 6q-t/~)(q, fib, cd, q6/~; q)m 
(fie i'p, 6e -i~, dei°, de-W; q)m 
× (q a - I e -  i~/~, q x - tei~/~ ' bql - i e -  io/~fl, bq 1 - leiO/~fl; q),. (bcq/~6) m 
x 8 W v (aflcdq l- le-i°/b, ce-io, dqme-iO, aflqt-m e-  iO/b ' cdql, afl/ab; q, aei°). 
Use of (5.4) in (4.7) and (4.9) then gives (3.10) and (3.11). 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
6. Computat ion of  K~a)(x, y) 
In order to compute K[a)(x, y), we have to express Vk of (4.11) in a form that is real in both 0 and 
~b. First of all, by [11, (2.10.19)] 
f qe ~0/? (Tveie, 7veie, bctvqk- 1, uve2/q; q)~ I(u) := dqv dqeO/~ (7av/q, ?flv/q, ~;~v/q, bcuvtq k- 2; q)~o 
q(1 - q) 
- - -  (q, aft, a6, f16; q)~ h(y; 7)pU(y) 
2i7 
(bctqke- i~/7, ue2e-i4/7q; q)oo 
x (bcutq k_ 1 e -  i~/7, e2 e-  i~/?; q) 
x 8 W7 (e 2 e-  i¢°/7q; c~e- i4, f ie- io, 6e-  i4, q/u, adq-  a/t; q, bcutq a- 1 ei4~/7). (6.1) 
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Using Bailey's transformation formula [11, (2.10.1)] for a very-well poised 84)7 series we find that 
q(1 -- q) 
I(u) - - -  (q, ag, fib; q)~h(y; 7)pU(y) 
2i7 
(bctqkei~/7, bctqke-i¢)/7, aflu/q, bcbutq k- 1/7; q)~ 
x (bcutq k_ 1 ei¢)/7 ' bcutqk- 1 e-i¢)/7, bcgtqk/7; q)~ 
x 8WT(bcgtq k- 1/7; ge i~, ge -i~, agtqk/ad, bctqk/aT, q/u; q, aflu/q). (6.2) 
Now we break up the 8 W7 series in (6.2) into two balanced nonterminating 44)3 series by use of [11, 
(2.10.10)3: 
(ae i6, ae-i~, fig, aflu/q, bctqk/Tg, bcgutq*-1/7; q)o~ 
I(u) = (a/g, bcutq k- I ei~/7 ' bcutqk- 1 e-  i~/7; q)o~ 
[bctqk/aT, 6e i¢, 6e -io, flgu/q. ] 
x 44)3 L qg/a, fib, bcgutq k- 1/7 ' q' q~ + idem(a; g). (6.3) 
Use of (6.3) in (4.11) now gives 
Vk -- q(1 -- _ ___  ) (q; q)o~h(y; 7)pU(y) (aei~' ae-i~' fig, bctqk/Tg; q)~ 
2i7 (a/g; q)~ 
(bctqk/aT, ge i~, ge-i¢; q)l ql ×y 
t= o (q, fig, qg/a; q)l 
~qe-'°/b (bueiO, bue-iO, bctuqk-1, bcgtuqk+,- a/7; q)o~ 
× 
dqe~°/bl (bcu/q, bcutq k- lei~/7, bcutq k- le-i~/7, flguq l- x; q)o~ 
(aflu/q, 6flu/q; q)o~ dqu 
x (abu/q, bdu/q; q)o~ 
+ idem(a; g). (6.4) 
Observe that the two q-integrals on the right-hand side of (6.4) differ only in that a and 6 are 
interchanged. So we need to transform only one of them. By using the definition (4.3) we obtain 
qe "/b (bueiO, bue-iO, bctuqk- 1, bcgtuqk +~- a/y; q)o~ 
~'°/b (bcu/q, bcutq k- lei~/7, bcutq k- le-~/7, flguq ~- 1; q)oo 
(aflu/q, gflu/q; q)o~ dqu 
x (abu/q, bdu/q; q)o~ 
_ q(1 - q)(q; q)~h(x; b)p~(x) (flgei°/b; q)~ 
2ib (cgtei° qk/7; q)t 
(ctqke i°, cgtqkeiO/7, ae- io, ce- i0, de- io, afleiO/b; q)~ 
x 
(ctqkeit°+O)/7, ctqkei(O-¢))/7, e-2i0; q)o~ 
k t(0 + ~b) k 1(0 ~) I 10 10 10 7 [ctq e /7, ctq e - /7, 6flq e /b ,  ae , ce , de i°. 
J 210 k 10 k+l 10 lO lO × 6(/)5 L qe " , ctq e , cgtq e /7 ,  af le/b,  g f le /b  q' q 
- idem (0; - 0). (6.5) 
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Using (6.5) and (4.5) in (6.4) we find that 
~(~e io, c~e- ie, bct/76, cte i°, c&ei°/7; q)~ 
= B-1(0, 4')( 
(ae-io, ce-io, de-io, efleiO/b; q)0o (cte i(° + o)/Y, cte i(°- ~)/7; q)k 
X (e- 2i0, ctei(O +4))/~2, ctei(O- ~)/7; q)~ (bct/y6, cte i°, c6tei°/7; q)k 
(bctqk/c~7, 6e i~, 6e-i6, fl6eiO/b; q)t ql × 
l=/-"0 (q, q6/e, f16, c6tqkeiO/7; q)l 
Fctqtei(°+4))/7' ctqkei(O-4))/7' fl6qtei°/b' aei°' cei°' dei° 1 
x 6q~5 L q e2i°, ctq kei°, c&qk+%i°/7, eflei°/b, 6flei°/b ; q' q 
+ idem(0; - 0)} + idem(e; 6). 
k 
(6.6) 
Changing the order of summation one can rewrite the sum over l in (6.6) in the following form: 
~ (ctqkei(O+4))/7, ctqkei(O-4))/7, ae i°, cei°, deW; qh 
l 
t=o ~,  ~ c t~ -~eT~, ~ ~  q--J~t q 
x 4dP3 L[-bctqk/~7'q6/~, 6eiq~'fl6, c6tqk+Zei°/76e- i(~ flq%W/b ; q, q ,]' 
where the 4q~3 function is now balanced. The two 4q~3 series that arise from (6.6) in this way can be 
combined into a single 8~b7 series by [11,111.36]. Substituting this result in (4.10) we get (3.12). 
7. Multiplication law for the kernels 
It follows from (2.4), (3.7) and (3.8) that 
f l Pt~'U(x, y)PtU,'Z'(y,x')pU(y)dy P~,a'(x,x'), (7.1) 1 
when max(12l, l#l,12'l, ltl, l t ' l )< l  where 2=(a,b,c,d),2'=(a',b',c',d'),p=(o~,fl, y, 6), and 
121 < 1 means lal, Ibl, Icl, Idl are all numerically less than 1. The corresponding formula for the 
kernels Kt~'"(x, y) is 
f l Kt~'u( x, y)KtU"Z'(Y, x') pl' ( y) d y -1 
2rt(c~f176; q)~ K~'Z' (x, x'). (7.2) 
(q, c~fl, c~7, ~6, fiT, f16, 26; q)~ 
In the next sections we will consider an analytic continuation of (7.2) when the parameters t and 
t' go to the unit circle and tt' approaches 1, in order to obtain the orthogonality relation for the 
kernels K, a'"(x, y). 
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8. Computation of K~'U(x, y) 
Setting t = 1 in (3.10) and (3.11) we can see that K~l)(x, y) = 0 = K]2)(x, y). So, from (3.9), (3.12) 
and (4.10) we find that 
K~'U(x, y) = K~3)(x, y) 
(e2; q)~o 
= B(O, qb) - -  Vol,=l. (8.1) 
(bc; q)o~ 
However, from (4.11) we have 
I qe-i~/r (~ve i¢, ? re  - i4' ,  bcv/q; q)~ 
Vo l t= 1 ---- dqv 
.)qe'*/, (yev/q, 7flv/q, 75v/q; q)oo 
~.qe-,o/r (bueiO ' bue_iO ' uveZ/q2; q)~ 
× dqu (8.2) .jq~,O/? ! (bau/q, bdu/q, bcuv/q2; q)ao 
and, therefore, one can evaluate these q-integrals by [-11, (2.10.18) and (2.10.19)], thus getting 
(1 -- q)2q2 
Volt=l - h(x; b)h(x; c)h(y; e) h(y; 7)pZ(x)pU(y) 
4b7 
(q, q, ad, c2/72, c6ei°/7, cfe- i°/7, bce- i~/7, cde- ie~/7, fleiO; q)oo X 
(ceiO + i4~/~, ceiO - iq~/~, cei~b - iO/~, ce  - io - igo/~), c 26e  - i~/72; q) oo 
/ / cZt~ • C "~ xsWv~,-~e-'4;-ei°-i4),Ce-i°-i¢,(~e-i¢,~--~cT,cJ. 
7 7 flY' q' fiei¢)" (8.3) 
Substituting (8.3) in (8.1) we obtain 
y) 
(abcd, c2/72; q)~o 
(ac, bc, cd, aft, e6, f16; q)oo 
(ce i°, ce- io, cSeiO/7 ' c6e- i°/7, ee ie, ee-  i~, bce- ie/7, cde- i¢/7, flei~; q)oo 
× 
(ceiO + i~/7 ' ceiO -io/7, ceiO - io/7 ' ce -io- i¢/7 ' c 25e- i~/72; q) 
( c2 (~ c bc cd "] 
x 8W7 \q72 e-iO; c~ eW_i% _~/e_ io_ ~ ' 6e_i¢ , __[37, fl7,__, q, [3e~4, 
(abcd, cd/[37; q)~ 
(ac, bc, cd, aft, eS, flbc/y; q)oo 
(ce i°, ce- io, flcelO/y, rice- io/7, ceil, ee-  i~, bcei4,/7 ' bce- i~/7; q)oo × 
(ceiO + iq~/]) ceiO- i~/7 ' ceiO - io/?, ce- iO - i4~/y; q) 
xsW7 ( flbc; beiO, be_iO ' flei4,, fle_i4,, yb_~; q'fl-~ (8.4) 
k q7 
by using [11, III.23]. 
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All of our calculations so far have been done on the basis of only two conditions (3.3) connecting 
the 2- and p-parameters. We shall now impose a third condition: 
= be. (8.5) 
This still leaves us with enough freedom to compute K~'U(x, y) without hitting any singularities 
while enabling us to simplify (8.4) enormously. Our final result is 
(abcd; q)~ 
I q , . (x ,  y) = 
(eft, ac, ad, bc, bd, cd; q)~ 
(~e io, 0~e -i¢, fie io, fe  -i~, ce iO, ce -iO, de i°, de -i°, (B/b)2; q)~ 
X (fleiO+i4)/b, feiO_i4~/b, flei4)_iO/b ' fe_iO_i4jb; q)~ , (8.6) 
where, it has been assumed that I l l  < I bl and e7 = ac, f16 = bd, f17 = bc. 
We would like to point out that it is possible to derive (8.6) directly from (3.12) by using [11, 
II.243. 
9. Re lat ion of  special K~'U(x, y) with the cont inuous q -Hermi te  po lynomia ls  
The Poisson kernel for the continuous q-Hermite polynomials is, see [3], 
H,(cos 0l q)H,,(cosOlq) 
r n 
. = o (q; q). 
(r2; q)~ 
Irl < 1. (9.1) (rei(0+e), rei~0-o), rei~e-0), re-i(0+~); q)~' 
So the right-hand side of (8.6) coincides with it (up to a factor independent of r) if we identify r with 
fl/b. The q-Hermite polynomials are orthogonal on the compact interval [ -  1, 1] and so are 
complete in L2[ -- 1, 1], [19, Theorem 3.1.5]. We also have 
lim K~°)(x,y)f(y)dy =f(x),  - 1 < x < 1 (9.2) 
r--' 1- -1 
for every bounded function f that is continuous on ( -  1, 1), where 
(q' r2' e2i~' e-2i~; q)~ (9.3) 
K~°)(x' Y) = 2n sin q~(re i(°+~), re i(°- ~), re i~b-°), re-i(°+~); q)~" 
It also means that in the limit r ~ 1 - the kernel K~°)(x, y) behaves like the delta functional 6(x - y). 
The proof of (9.2) follows by Wiener's arguments in lemma [21, Proposition Xss, p. 41]. Indeed, 
if we set a = 0, b = n and Kr(O, 4~) = sin ~b K}°)(cos 0, cos ~b), then the hypotheses of this lemma are 
satisfied by this kernel. Here 
Kr(O, ~b) d~b - - -  H,(cos 01 q) 
. = o (q; q). 
x ~ (q; q)oo f f  H.(cos ~blq)(e 2i~, e-2io; q)o~ dq~ = 1 (9.4) 
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due to uni form convergence of the series for ]r] < 1 and the orthogonal i ty  of the q-Hermite 
polynomials.  Thus the property (4.12) of [21] is established. Again if 2 re -  ¢ > 0 + q5 >~ 
]0 -  ~b] > ¢ > 0; ¢ < 0 < n -  ¢ and 0 < ¢ < rt, then 
(q, r 2, e2i~, e -  2i¢; q)~ 
K,(O, ¢) < 2re(re i0, re-iq,; q)2 
(r2; q)o~ 
< (constant)(re~O, re -~;  q)~' (9.5) 
since 
(rei(O T ¢), re-i(o T- ~); q)~ 
= f i  (1 -- 2r cos(0 -T- ~)qk -k- r2q 2k) 
k=0 
> f i  (1 - 2r cosCq k + r2q 2k) = (re i°, re- i°;  q)o~. 
k=O 
The validity of [21, (4.13)] is thus assured. The positivity of K,(O, qb) is also obvious. Therefore, by 
[21, Propos i t ion Xss]  
l im [~ K,(O, ~b)g(¢)dq5 = g(O), 0 < 0 < ~ (9.6) 
r--* l -  do 
for every bounded function g that is cont inuous on (0, r0, which is equivalent o (9.2). 
10. Complex orthogonality of the kernels 
Set t = re i~, t' = re-  it with 0 < r < n in Eq. (7.2) and consider its l imiting form when r --* 1 - and 
then 2 '~ 2. With the aid of (8.6), (9.2) and (9.3) we can write (in the distr ibut ion sense), for the 
r ight-hand side of (7.2): 
2re(abed; q)~ 
K ~'Z (x, x') "* 
(q, ab, ac, ad, bc, bd, cd; q)oo 
6(x  - x ' )  
x pa(x ) as 2'-- ,2. (10.1) 
Here 2 = (a, b, c, d), 2' = (a', b', c', d') with ac = a'c', bd = b'd', bc = b'c' and b' < b. 
To consider the analytic cont inuat ion of the left-hand side of (7.2) when t = (t')* = re i" = e i~-~ 
and ~: ~ 0 +, let us rewrite this formula in terms of the contour  integral (Fig. 1): 
f x K,~d#( x, Y)K,Ud•;(Y, x')pU(y)dy 
-1  
_ log q- 1 fc L~(z ,  s)LU,~-x,,(s, z')(q 2s, q-2s; q)~ ds (10.2) 
_ (~qS, ~q-s, flqS, flq-~, 7q~, 7q-S, 6qS, 5q-~; q)~' 











where x = ½(qZ + q-Z), q= = ei0; y = ½(qS + q-S), qS = eie, and L~'U(z, s) = K~'"(x, y). An examina- 
tion of the series on the right-hand sides of (3.10)-(3.12) reveals that the poles only originate from 
the function K}3)(x, y) given by (3.12). Even here the only singular term corresponds to k = 0 on the 
right-hand side of (3.12). The poles of the integrand which are located in the lower half plane, are 
given by 
o) + K - i(T + 0) 
sl = log q-  1 , 
co + ~ - i (~  - 0 )  





Sl +1,  . . . ,  
S2 q -1 ,  . . . ;  
(10.3) 
co'  - -  t~ - i ( 'c  + 0 ' )  
-1  , s l -  1 ,  . . . ,  
log q 
~'  - -  ~: - i (~  - 0 ' )  ! 
- -1  , S 2 - -  1 ,  . . . .  log q 
(10.4) 
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a • • 
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• • • • 
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Fig. 2. 
Here c/7 = e -°', c'/7 = e -°~', r = e -~ and c < c' < 7. In the limit x ~ 0 + the first poles of (10.4), 
s] and s~, will move from the left half plane to the right plane, thus invalidating the formula (10.2). 
Therefore, we have to replace our original contour  C - by a contour C,- with certain indentations 
(see Fig. 2), thus separating the increasing and decreasing sequences of poles (10.3) and (10.4). After 
the analytic cont inuat ion of both sides of (7.2) we arrive at the complex orthogonal i ty property of 
the kernels: 
log q -  1 ~- 2, U /a 2 , 2s L.~. (z, s)L~'-..(s, z )(q , q-2~; q)~ ds 
i Jc: (~qS, ~q-s, flqS, flq-s, 7qS, 7q-s, 6qS, 6q-s; q)~ 
27t(cq~76; q)~ 
(q, ~/~, ~7, ~,/~7,/~, 7& q)® 
× 2r~(abcd; q)o~ 6(x - x') (10.5) 
(q, ab, ac, ad, bc, bd, cd; q)oo p(x; a, b, c, d)" 
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For the P-kernels, the orthogonality relation (10.5) has the more compact form 
6(x  - x ' )  P~;"(x, y) PU~'-*( y, x')p"(y)dy 
Here C.- ~ F.  when y = ½(qS + q-~). 
43 
(10.6) 
11. Real orthogonality of the kernels: the case of one additional mass-point 
The structure of poles in (10.3) and (10.4) of the integrand in (10.5) was shown in Fig. 2, where we 
now let co'~co (or c '~c) .  First we consider the simplest case when 0 < co/log q -X< 1 or 
1 < 7/c < q- a, so only the first pole from each sequence has appeared in the lower half s-plane after 
analytic ontinuation. Let us denote the integrand on the left-hand side of (10.5) as F(z, z', s). Then 
c F(Z, z', s)ds = fc F(z, z', s)ds 
where 
+ 2rd(Res F(z, z', s)ls=~i + Res F(z, z', s)l~=~i), (11.1) 
Res F(z, z', s)ls=~,, = l im(s - s'~)F(z, z', s), ~ = 1, 2. 
S---~ $~ 
(11.2) 
In view of (3.9)-(3.12) we get 
Res F(z, z', s)ls=sl 
= L~:,U(z, s)(q2S, q-2~; q)o~ 
(aq~, ~q-~, flq~, flq-~, 7q ~, 7q-~, 6q ~, 6q-~; q)~ ~=~; 




lim (s - s'DLZ~'-u.,(s, z') 
( e2 ,aq ~', cq ~', dq ~', aq -~'~, 7q-~;, 6q-~;; q)o~ 
log q- l(q, abel,, ~7, fiT, 6~, ad, q- 2S;, q2Z'; q)o~ 
~(flTe-iVcd, aq-Z', ab@/fl; q)~ [flTe-i~/ac, dq-Z', bdq¢'/fl; l 
x (- ~-b-~d~  3¢2 qd/a, bd q' q 
(flTe-iVac, dq-Z', bd@/fl; q)~o • Fflve-iVcd, aq-~', ab@/fl 
3(])2 
/ 
L qa/d, ab 
;q ql} (bd, d/a; q)oo (11.4) 
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where qS; = cq~'e~'/7. We can now sum the expression above by [11, II.24], thus getting the final 
result 
l im (s - s'l)L~'-e(s, z') 
5-'5~ 
(~2, o~e-i(~+o')/c, flTe-i(~+o,)/c, ])2e-i(~+o,)/c, (~7e-i(~+o,)/c, aeiO ,, beiO ,, ceiO ,, deiO,; q)o~ 
(11.5) log q-1 (q, ~, fiT, @, ab, ad, bd, e 2i0', 72e - 2i(-c + 0')/C2; q)~ 
since qZ, = ei0 ' and q~i = cei*q~'/7. The value of Res F(z, z', s)l,=~i s obta ined from (11.3) and (11.5) 
by simply replacing 0' by - 0'. Thus we have shown that 
f ]l P~,'f(x, y) P~'-e(y, x')pU(y) dy 
(aft, ~6, f16; q)oo P~:f(cos 0, cos('c + 0' + ie))) 
-F (ab, ad, bd; q)o~ 
(aei0 ', beiO ,, ceiO ,, de iO ', e2i(, + o , ) -2¢o; q)oo 
(~ei(,+o')-o~, flei(,+o')-co, Tei(r+o')-co, 6ei( ,+o')-o,  e2iO'; q)~ 
(eft, c~3, fib; q)~ p2:U(co s 0, cos(z -- 0' + ico)) 
-F (ab, ad, bd; q)oo 
(ae- 10', be-  i0', ce- iO', de - io,, e2i(,-  0') - 2o~; q) 
( ~xei(*- °')- ~°, fie i(*- °')- o, "~e ~(*- °') - °', fie ~(~-°')-'°, e-  2i°'; q)o~ 
6(x  - x')  
pa(x) (11.6) 
Here x = ½(e i° + e -i°) = cos 0, 7/c = e °~, with 1 < y/c < q-1 .  
12. Real orthogonality of the kernels: the general case 
Let us now consider the case of more than one pole, say N poles, appear ing in the lower half 
s-plane which happens when N-  1 < o)/log q - l<  N, i.e. q l -n< 7/c < q-n, since e ' °= y/c. 
Here 
fc F(z, z', s) ds -= fc F(z, z', s) ds 
N-1 
+ 2rd ~ (Res F(z, z', s)ls=s~ + Res F(z, z', s)ls=~), (12.1) 
j=0 
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where Eqs. (11.2) and (11.3) are still valid 
j=0 ,1 ,  ... ,N - -  1. So, 
lim (s - s'l)LUe'~(s, z') 
S--} $~ 
but with q~= (c/y)ei*q z'-j and q~= (c/y)ei~q -~'-j, 
(~2, cq~'-j, o~ye-i~qj-~'/c, 72e-i~qj-Z,/c, 7~e-i,qj-~,/c; q)o~ 
log q-1 (q-j; q)~(q, ~6ei~, 7, flY, 6Y, ad, y2e-Zi~q2i-2~'/c2  qZz,-j; q)oo 
{!fly e-iVcd, aq ~', aq -~', dq ~'-i, abcei'q~'-J/fly; q)o~ x (ab, a/d;q)~ 
~flye-iVac' dqZ" dq-Z" bcdei~qZ'-i/fl7 1 
X 4(~3 L qd/a, bd, dq z'-j ; q' q 
(flye- iVac, dq ~', dq- z,, aqZ,- j, bcdei,qz ' -i/fly; q)~ + 
(bd, d/a; q)o~ 
[flye-iVcd'aq~"aq-~"abcei*q~'-J/flY 1} 
x 4d~ak qa/d, ab, aq ~' -j ; q' q " (12.2) 
Both 44~a series above are balanced and their coefficients are so matched that the sum in the curly 
brackets can be transformed to a terminating 8qSv series by [11, (2.10.10)] which, in turn, can be 
transformed back to a terminating and balanced 4~ba. The final result is 
lim (s - s'l )LUe'-* (s, z') 
(e 2, ct6ei'q- ~, ~ye- i,qj-"'/c, flye- i,q- ~'/c, y2e- i, qj-~'/c, 67e- i~qj-~'/c; q)~ 
- log q-X(q-j; q)j(q, ct6e~, ey, fly, 67, ab, ad, bd; q)oo 
(aq ~', bq ~', cq ~'- j, dq~'; q)o~ 
× (y2 e-  2i~q2j- 2Z'/c2 ' q2~'; q)~ 
F q-j' aq-Z', bq-Z', dq-~' . q]. 
× 44)3 Lql_2 ,, flye-i~q-Z'/c ' ~6ei~q-j, q, (12.3) 
So, from (3.7), (10.5), (12.1) and (12.3) we obtain the following general orthogonality property of the 
kernels: 
- x P~,'f (x, y)P~'-~(y, x')pU(y)dy 
(aft, ~6, f16, ae i°', be i°', ce i°', de i°', e 2i(° +~) -2~o; q)~ + 
(ab, ad, bd, ee i~ + °') -~°, fie i(~ + °') -~°, ye i(~ +°') - ~, ~e i(°' + 0 - c°, e2i° ' ;  q)m 
N-1  " " x ~ (flYe-'(~+°')/c, qe-iVe~, qe-i°'/c; q)j(qe2°~-2'~+°'); q 2~ 
j=o (q, qe'°-i(~+°')/°~, qe°'-i~+°')/fl, qe'°-i~+°')/Y, qe'~-i~+°')/6; q)j 
- Lq e- 2i0', flye- i(t + O')/C, ~t6ei~q- j, q, 
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x P~,f(cos O, cos(z + O' + ie) + ij logq)) 
+ idem(O'; - 0') 
a(x - x') 
- p~(x)  ' (12.4) 
where, as before, x = cos0, 7/c -- e °~, qX-N < 7/c < q-N and e7 = ac, f16 = bd. When N = 1, the 
formula above reduces to (11.6). 
13. General nonsymmetrie q-Fourier transformation and its inversion formula 




tmr~(x) = P~'U(x, y)rg(y)pU(y)dy, 
-1 
(13.1) 
where It[ < 1 and r~(x) z z = hm Pm (X), rg (y) = h"mP"m (y). To co nsider the analytic cont inuat ion of (13.1) 
to the unit circle Itl = 1, when t = re i* = e i*-~, x ---, 0 + and 7 > c, let us rewrite this formula in the 
contour  integral form (Fig. 2): 
';c tmr~m(X) __ log q- hl L{'U(z' s)r~(½(q" + q-~))(q2~, q-2S; q)~ ds (13.2) i _ (~q~, c~q-~, flq~, flq-~, 7q~, 7q-~, ~qS, (~q-~; q)~o' 
where x = cos 0, qZ = ei0 and y = cos ¢, qS = ei¢. The singular term of LtZ'U(z, s) = Kat'U(x, y) is the 
k = 0 term of K[3)(x, y) in (3.12), and the poles are defined by (10.3). Therefore, by analytic 
cont inuat ion,  from (13.2) we obtain 
• f l  pz,"(x e'~mr~(x) = --e" , , Y)r~(y)PU(Y)dy, (13.3) 
-1  
provided that ~ > c. 
To consider the analytic cont inuat ion of (13.1) with 2 and p interchanged, t replaced by 
t' --- re -it = e -ir-K and x -+ 0 ÷, let us rewrite this formula in terms of a contour  integral (Fig. 3): 
1 fc z)rm(~(q + q-Z))(q2=, q)o~dz (t,)mr~(y) log q- L~,a(s, ~ 1 ~ q-  2Z; 
- i hg - (aq z, aq -z, bq ~, bq -~, cq*, cq -~, dq z, dq-*; q)~o" 
The essential poles of the integrand are now at 
- K - i(z + ¢) 
Z1 = log q-1 , zl -- 1, . . . ,  
- ~c - i(z + ¢) 
Z2 = log q -  1 , Z 2 -- 1 . . . . .  
(13.4) 
(13.5) 




~ Z 1 ~ Z 4 • 
C-  
C + 





In the limit ~ ~ 0 + the first poles, zl and z2, will move from the left half plane to the right half plane, 
thus invalidating the formula (13.4). Therefore, in analogy with Section 10, we need to replace our 
contour C-  by a contour C£ with certain indentations (see Fig. 3). This gives the analytic 
continuation of (13.4), and for the kernel P we can write 
e-i~mr~(y) = f P~'e(y, x)r~(x)pZ(x) dx. (13.6) 
dF 
Here C~- --* Fz when x = ½(qZ + q-Z). 
Now we can define a general q-Fourier transformation by 
f(x) = f l P:,;U(x, y)g(y)pU(y)dy := Fq[g](x), (13.7) 
a l -  l 
and may guess that its inversion formula has the form 
fr pu, X, 
g(Y) = e-'*tY, xlf(x)pa(x)dx: = F; I [ f ] (Y) .  (13.8) 
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From this point of view, Eqs. (13.3) and (13.6) are just mappings, up to a phase factor, of two 
systems of Askey-Wilson polynomials, { p~(x)) and { p~(y)), corresponding to two different sets of 
parameters 2 = (a, b, c, d) and p = (~, fl, 7, 6) with the conditions ~7 = ac and f16 = bd. 
To prove the inversion formula (13.8), let us interchange the order of integration in the double 
integral 
ft. dyp"(Y)P:"u (x, y) fr~. P~e'-~'(Y, x')f(x')p~(x')dx ' 
= fr f P~'Ztx y)P:'~'(y,x')p~'(y)dy dx' pX (x') f (x') --e" , , 
a" d £~ 
and apply the multiplication law (7.1) for the kernels to get 
ft. d y pU ( Y) P~';u (x, y) f r., PUe'-~'( Y'x') f (x') pX (x') dx' 
:fl, P~.X(x,x')f(x')pX(x')dx'. (13.9) 
In the limit 2' --} 2, under the same conditions as in (10.1), we obtain the inversion formula (13.8) for 
bounded continuous functions. 
By using the same considerations a in Section 12 one can finally obtain the inversion formula in 
terms of a real integral with additional mass points: ;1 
#(y) = Pe"'-~ (Y, x)f(x)p~(x)dx 
-1  
(0~fl, ~6, f16, 0~e 14', fie i4', 7e iq~, 6e i4', e/i" +~)- 1'°; q)o~ 
+ 
(ab, ad, bd, ae re+c° )-o,, bei(~ +4,)-,o, cem +~)-.,, de~(.+¢)-,o, e/~¢'; q)o~ 
N-1  (7e  i(~- ~), qe-i'/0~6, qe-i(°/fl;q)j(qe2~-2i(~+O); q)2j 
×E j=o (q, qe'°-m+¢')/a, qe'°-it~+¢')/b, qe'°-m+~')/c, qe'°-m+c')/d; q).i 
o,ei(~+~m.~-(~) ,h [q-g' aem+~)-'°q-S, bem+~)-'°q-S' dei<~+~)-'°q-J ] 
X ( -  
,¢ 111 4W3 L q l  - 2 Je2 i ( r+~) -  2to ' fl?ei~-,Oq-J/c ' o~6ei,q-j ; q, q d 
xf(cos (z + ~b + ko + ij log q)) 
+ idem(~b; - ~b), 
where y = cos ~b, y/c = e '°, ql -s < y/c < q-N, and ct7 = ac, f16 = bd. 
(13.10) 
14. Special cases of the kernel 
Although the general form of the kernel K~' U(x, y) given in (3.9)-(3.12) is quite formidable it does 
expose all its poles which are all that are needed for the purposes of this paper. However, in view of 
its multiplicative property (7.2) and its continuous orthogonality when I t l -+ 1 it may be useful to 
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list some special cases that correspond to or thogonal  polynomials  which are lower than the 
Askey-Wi lson polynomials  in the general scheme of classical or thogonal  polynomials.  
Case I: Continuous dual q-Hahn polynomials. Setting d = 0 and 6 = 0, ~y = ac in (3.8) one can 
obtain 
K, (x, y) 
:= ~ (ab, ac; q), (ta_2)p,(x; a, b, c)p,(y; a, fl, 7) 
. = o (q,  bc ;  q ) .  
= (catE/TZ, eetei°/7, ecte-i0/y; q)~ 
(ctfl, ac, bc, o~c2tZei4~/Ta; q)~ 
(fie io, bcte-  i~/7, 7e -i~, cZteiO/7 ' etei~; q)~ 
x 
(cteiO + i4,/~,, cte w- i~/7 ' ctei~ - i0/7 ' cte-  i0- io/y; q)oo 
bc)k a(~) (o~c2t2e'4~/72; q) k 
× (- 
k=O 
(t, cte i° + i~/7, cte i°- ie)/7, cte i6 - i°/7, cte-  io-i6/7; q)k 
X (q, cEtei~/7 ' ~tei~, bcte-i6/y, ctcteiO/~, ~cte-i°/y; q)k 
(cte-i~, bctqk/fly, ~xc2t2q2kei¢/~2; q)t 
Z, (flei~) l (q, bctke-i~/7, cEt2q2k/72; q)l x 
/=o 
x (ctqke'°- i~/7'ctqke-i0-i~/7; _q), 
(~ctqkeiO/7 ' Ctctqke- i0/y; q)l 
{ ~c2t2 q2k+l- " ct qkeiO+i4),ct iO, at k+l c2t -iO) (14.1) X 8W7 \ -~- -  le'e; -- ~/ --qkei¢- 7 ~tei*' - -  q 7 ' -~  qk+l;q'Te " 
Here 2 = (a, b, c) and # = (e, fl, 7), cry = ac. It would  be nice if this formula would  follow from 
(3.10)-(3.12) by simply setting d = 6 = 0, but it doesn't,  unless one goes through a series of 
t ransformat ions fol lowed by careful use of the limits. We shall give a separate proof  of (14.1) in the 
Appendix.  
The polynomials  in (14.1) are, of course, the cont inuous dual q -Hahn polynomials  
pn(x; a, b, c) = aC~2 [q-n' aei°' ae-i° 1 
ab, ac, ; q' q ' (14.2) 
see, e.g., [-6, 7]. In the limit d -o 0, 6 -o 0 and d/6 = fl/b it is easy to see from (8.4) that 
(c2/7 2 , ce i°, ce -i°, eeio , ~e -io , bee-i4'/7, fleiO; q)o~ 
KZfU(x, y) = (aft, ac, bc, ce i° + i~/7, ce i° -i~/7, ce i~ -i0/~, ce-  i0- i~/7; q)o~ 
[ceiO -iO/y, ce - i0 - iO/y, bc/flT,, q, ] x 3q~2 L C2/72' bce-i4~/7 f le i~ j  ' 
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c # 7 and ay = ac. Under  the addit ional  condit ion fit = bc this reduces to 
(ae i¢, ae-i~b fiei¢, f ie- i~ celO, ce-i0, (C/7)2; q)~ 
K ~'~(x' Y) = (afi, ac, bc, cei°+i*/7, cei°-i*/7, cei*-i°/~, ce-i°-i*/7; q)~' (14.3) 
and we can apply the above method  to get an inversion formula for the corresponding transforma- 
tion. 
Case II. Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials. The A1-Salam and Chihara polynomials  [6, 12] may be 
defined by simply setting c -- 0 in (14.2), i.e. 
P"(x; a' b) := 3c~2 [q-"' aei°' ae-i° l a b ,  0 ; q' q 
r q-", ae i° 
- -  (be-i°;(ab; q). q)" (aei°)" 2q~x [ql-.eiO/b; q, qe-i°/b I • (14.4) 
So, with 2 = (a, b) and # = (a, fi), afi = ab, we find that 
K~,U(x ' y):= ~ (ab; q), (ta_ 2),p.(x; a, b)p.(y; a, fi) 
n=o (q; q). 
(a2t2/a 2, be- io, a2teiO/a, bteiO, atei¢), ate- i6; q)~ 
= (ab, a2t 2ele/a, ate i° + i~/a, ate i°- i¢)/a, ate i~ - i°/a, ate- io- ieffa; q)o~ 
X 8 W v(a2t2ei°/aq; t,at/fi, ae iO, atei°+i4/a, ate iO- i4/a; q, be-i0), (14.5) 
which in the case t = 1 becomes 
(bei°' be-i°' aei4" ae-i~' a2/a2; q) (14.6) 
K~' u (x, y) = (ab, ae i° + i~/a, ae i°- ieffa, ae i~ -i°/a, ae -io- iO/a; q) • 
With a different normal izat ion,  namely, 
(ab; q)~ a- ,  3dP2 [q-~, aei°, ae-i° 1 p.(x;a, b) := (q; q). ab, 0 ; q' q ' (14.7) 
the corresponding kernel is 
K~'U(x, y) := ~ (q; q)" "" " • ,=o ( -~{~ r p,~x,a,b)p,(y;a, fl) 
(t 2, be -w, ate i°, fire i°, ate i~, ate- i0; q)~ 
= (ab, at2e i°, te i°+io, te i°-io, te io-~°, te-  i°- i~; q)o~ 
x aWT(at2q - lei°; at~b, fit~b, ae i°, te i°+io, tei°-i~; q, be -w) 
(fit~a, ate i°, ate-io, atei¢~, ate- io; q)~ 
= (aat, te w+v~, te i°-io, te i~°-w, te-t°- i° ;  q)~o 
x sW7(aatq-1; at~b, ae i°, ae -i°, ae io, ae-i~; q, fit~a) (14.8) 
with ab = aft. Eqs. (14.5) and (14.8) can be derived as a l imiting case of (14.1). 
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The special case of the polynomials (14.7) are the so-called continuous q-Laguerre polynomials, 
L'~(xlq) = p.(x; q(2, + 1)/4, q(2, + 3)/4) (14.9) 
(see [6]), which go to the classical Laguerre polynomials in the limit q ---, 1, 
lim L.~(1 - (1 - ql/2)xlq) = L~(x). 
q--,1 
(14.10) 
From this point of view, one can consider (14.8) as a q-version of the well-known Poisson kernel for 
the Laguerre polynomials, 
.=o F(oc + n + 1) t"L~(x)L~,(y) 
x + y ,/2 (2(xyt)l/2) =(1 - t ) - lexp( - tT -S - [ ) (xyt  )- I~\ ~ . j ,  
where 
Itl < 1, (14.11) 
Iv(z) - 
(z/2) 
F(v + 1) oFl( - ; v + 1; Z2/4) 
(z/2) '~ e -z 1Fl(v + 1/2; 2v + 1; 2z). (14.12) 
F(v + 1) 
So, one can consider the corresponding transformation with the kernel (14.8) as a q-version of the 
Fourier-Bessel transform. 
Case III: Continuous big q-Hermite polynomials. Setting b = 0 in (14.4) one obtains the so-called 
continuous big q-Hermite polynomials [12]: 
P"(x; a) := 3(92 Iq-"' aei°' ae-i° 1 0 , 0  ; q' q 
= (aeiO)n ~ (q-", aei°; q)k qne-2iO)kq-(D" 
k=O (q; q)k (-- (14.13) 
The nonsymmetric Poisson kernel for these polynomials can be derived as a limiting case of (14.5) 
by [11, (3.2.11)], 
Kf"(x,  y) := ~ (ta-2)" . 
n=o (-~q-~, p.(x,a)p.(y;~) 
(~2t2/a2, ~te i~, c~e-i~; q)~ 
= (~te i° + i¢/a, cite i°- i¢/a, ~te i¢ - i°/a, ate- io- i¢/a; q) 
x 3~2[ t' ~tei°+i4~/a' ~tteio-i°/a ] 
o~2t2/a 2, ~te i~ ; q, ~e -io . (14.14) 
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On the other hand, setting b = fl = 0 and b/fl = c~/a in (14.7)-(14.8) one obtains the kernel 
Observe that 
oo 
K~"(  x, y) := Z 
n=O 
tn(q; q)nPn(X; a)p.(y; ~) 
(t 2, ate i¢, ~e-i~; q)oo 
-- (tei0+i~, teiO-i¢, tei~ -i0, te-iO-iq~; q)~ 
X 3~92[ at/°~'tei°+i¢'tei¢-i° ] 
t 2, ate i~ ; q, ~e -i~ . (14.15) 
~, (q-", aei°; q)k 
a--olim ei"° ,=o (q; q)k (-- e-ai°)kq -(~) = H,(xlq), (14.16) 
where H,(xlq) is the continuous q-Hermite polynomial defined in (1.10). See also [1] for the proof 
of this limit directly from the first expression in (14.13). Eq. (14.15) then reduces further to 
(t 2, c~e- i4~; q)oo 
K°'~(x' Y) = (re i°+i6, te i°-i¢, te i6-i°, te-i°-i~; q)oo 
[teiO + id¢, tel6 - io 1 
x 2~bx [_ t2 ; q, ~e -i° . (14.17) 
This 2~bx series is related to an addition formula [16] for the q-Bessel functions of Jackson [11, 
Exercise 1.24]. Denoting 
[ teiO + i~, teiO- i~b 1 
J,(x, y) = 241 L t2 ; q' °~e-i° ' (14.18) 
we find that a special imiting case of (10.6) is 
rJe,,(x, y)J*,(x', y)p(y; e i~+i°, ei'-i°, e i0'- i*, e-  i°'- i*) dy 
=F l 1( e2'', e2W; q)o~[ 2(1 - (14.19) 
where F is a limiting symmetric form of the contour F, in (10.6) 
We would like to add, in conclusion, that there are many more interesting special and limiting 
cases of the Askey-Wilson polynomials and that the same technique as we have developed in this 
paper can be applied to most of them. 
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Appendix. Proof  of (14.1) 
The q-integral representation (4.4) in the case of the dual q-Hahn polynomials has the simpler 
form 
qe-i°/b (bueiO, bue-iO; q)~ 
K?,"(x, y) = B (O, 4,) Jqe'°/b dqu (bau/q, bcu/q; q)~ 
(qe-'n~, (~vei~, yve-i~; q)~ 
)< dqv 
Jqe'*/, ! (7ctv/q, ?fly~q; q)o~ 
x24,x[q/;q/V;q,~22uvtl, (15.1) 
where 
Bi 4,) - 
q2(1 _ q)2 
(q, q, ac, aft; q)~ 4b? 
x h(x; b) h(y; 7)p~(x)p"(y), (15.2) 
and 2 = (a, b, c) and # = (:t, fl, 7), 17 = ac. The troublesome 6W5 function in (4.4) now becomes 
a 2¢1 series which is first transformed to a 2¢2 series by 
[ bc ] (bctu/q'bctv/q;q)°°24,2F t'bcuvt/q2 " 1 
24,, q/;q/V;q,~-~uvt = (bc, bcuvt/q2;q)~o Lbctu/q, bctv/q,q, bc (15.3) 
(this formula can be obtained as a consequence of [11, III.2 and III.4]). So, 
B1 ~ (_ bc)k q(~) (t; q)k Vk ' (15.4) 
(bc; q)o~ k = 0 (q; q)k 
K?' "(x, y) - - -  
where 
v~= I qe-i°/b (bueiO, bue-iO, bctuqk-1; q)~ dqu dqe~O/b (bau/q, bcu/q; q)~ 
f 
qe-~*/y (Tvei~, .~ve- i4,, bctvqk- 1; q)o~ 
X dqv (15.5) 
qe'*l~ (VerY~q, 7flv/q, bcuvtq k- 2; q)oo " 
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The limiting form the q-integral (6.1) now is 
qe-~*/~ (Tvei~ 7re-i% bctvqk-1; q)~ 
dqv ~,,/~ (7~v/q, 7flv/q, bcuvtq k- 2; q)o~ 
q(1 - q) (bctqke-~¢/~; q)oo 
-- 2i-------~ (q' aft; q)ooh(y; 7)P"(Y) (bcutqk- le-iO/7; q)oo 
[cte-i~, fie-i~b, q/u bcut 1 
x 3~b2 L aft, bctqke-iO/7 ; q'---~-- qk-lei¢ 
(bctqke - iO/7, abctuqk- 1/7; q)o~ 
_ q(12i~-- q) (q' flei¢; q)oo h(y; 7)pU(y) (bcutq k - lei¢/7 ' bcutqk_ le_ i~/% q)oo 
bctqk/flT, bctuqk-1 e-  i¢/~; q, flei¢l. 
x 34'2 Lbctqk e_ i¢)/% abctuqk- 1/7 
Here we have used a limiting case of [11, (2.10.19)], 
f f  (qt/a, qt/b, ct; q)oo dqt 
(dt, et, ft; q)~ 
(15.6) 
, (q, a/b, qb/a, bc, abde; q)oo 
= b(1 -  q ) ( -~ ,  a-~, b-d, ~e, b-~ ~ ~- 
V bd'be'c/f" af] 
XaO2Lbc,  abde,q,  , lafl < 1, (15.7) 
and then transformed the 3(])2 series by [11, III.9]. Therefore, 
Vk -- q(1 -- q____~) h(y; 7)pU(y)( q, flei¢, bctqke-i6/7; q)oo 
2i7 
(ee-io, bctqk/flT; q)l 
(f lei*) ' × L, (q, bctq%-i¢/7; q)l /=0 
qe i°lb (bue i°, bue -io, bctuqk - l, ctbctuqk + t - i/y; q)o~ 
X do dqe,O/b! (bau/q, bcu/q, bcutq k- x eie/7, bcutq k+l- le-i¢/7; q)~ 
= B~-i (fie i¢, bctqke-iO/7, ctqke-iO; q)oo 
(Ctfl, ctqke i¢- i0/7; q)~o 
oo (~e- id?, bctqk/fl7; q)t 
x Z (flei+) ' 
l= o (q, bctq ke -i¢°/7; q)t 
(actqk + t e - io/7 ' atqk + t e - i¢, ~ctqk + I e- i(O/a; q)oo 
x (ctqk + %i0- i¢/7 ' ctqk + t e - iO - icily, actqk + t e - iO -iO; q) 
( c, ) X 8W7 otctq k+l- le-i°-i4~; ct7 qk+le-iO-i4~' ae-i°' ce-i°' 7e-i(~' ~qte-i4'; q' T qkeiO+i(° (15.8) 
by [ 11, (2.10.19)]. Substituting this result in (15.4) with the aid of [ 11,111.24] we finally get (14.1). 
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